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Abstract
The US and China have launched attacks upon the coherence of the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the European Union (EU) by offering individ-
ual member states privileges if they depart from common policies of the two integration
schemes. The article describes the motivation behind these offers and the ways how
they are addressed to the member states. It sees such “divide and rule” policies as
serious challenges for the collective bargaining power the ASEAN and the EU and
discusses strategies to counter these challenges. For both the US and China, the authors
see economic and political targets as the main motivation. Economically, each of the
two countries wants to gain superiority in pathing free ways for their suppliers of
technology, goods and services to the markets of the two schemes against the compet-
itive pressure of the other country. Politically, the two schemes have become contested
areas in geopolitical struggles between the two countries. For the EU as the more
advanced scheme of deep integration, the paper recommends a closer convergence
between EU policies and the demand of the electorate, to prefer more cooperation
projects over deeper integration steps and to motivate the private sector, in particular
foreign investors to stand up against “divide and rule “strategies. For ASEAN, it is
important to see the Sino-US conflict as a long term challenge, to prevent the region
from becoming a Chinese backyard, and to deepen integration by removing non-tariff
barriers to trade within ASEAN.
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1 Introduction

Economic integration following the traditional steps from shallow integration (free
trade areas) to deeper and finally deep integration (customs unions, common markets,
economic and monetary union) has always served political targets in addition to
economic targets such as higher economic prosperity.

One of the political targets was to increase the bargaining power of small countries
against powerful larger trading partners (Kahnert et al., 1969). In a mercantilist world
where concessions for opening domestic markets were always conditioned by equiv-
alent counter- concessions of trading partners, market size and bargaining power
coincide. The powerful trading partners are the US and, as a latecomer, today China.
Those who intended to improve their bargaining power were countries forming inte-
gration schemes like the EU and ASEAN. While the EU itself is a model for deep
integration and should have already achieved a level playing field status against China
or the US, it is not a nation state with a similar political clout as the two countries.
Instead, with ongoing integration widening and with rising economic and political
heterogeneity among member states, the strategy towards integration deepening got
challenged. This has weakened the bargaining power of the EU as even the common
trade policy, the oldest common policy next to the common agricultural policy,
increasingly faces controversies between the EU Commission and member states as
well as between member states. In short, the imbalance between integration widening
and integration deepening and a rising gap between what Brussels does and what
citizens want, has made it easier for third countries like the US and China to test the
robustness of the EU against attacks on its coherence and stability.

ASEAN as a model of shallow integration has never achieved a level playing field
status like that of the EU. It has always been gradual, characterized as a “work in
progress”, always pursuing for many decades back, but still not that deepened as the
EU. Until the cooperation was matured enough that ASEAN started to adopted an open
regionalism, with trade-led integration, adopted and agreed in a consensual way, or the
ASEAN way, in its decision making, which also often reflects the geo-political and
geo-economic environment of the time. As such, ASEAN, a much smaller outward-
oriented grouping, has never been ambitious as the EU in its economic deepening
process. Although it looks at the EU as a model of integration to learn from, ASEAN’s
success as a model of regional integration among developing countries lies elsewhere,
more on with the way ASEAN is becoming a “club”, or “ASEAN centrality” for
convening meetings with major countries, so called dialogue and strategic partners, in
dealing with security, regional affairs, and new emerging issues, where Northeast Asia
and South Asia cannot form such similar platforms. However, on-going development
of ASEAN is never far away from the role of US always playing in the security sphere
of the region, but also has become to face more with the rise of China in recent years.

In addition to internal divergences in the two groupings, the two giants exert external
pressure on ASEAN and EU that attacks their cohesion. The US government chal-
lenges EU cohesion in different ways: by supporting a hard Brexit or even a non-deal
exit of the UK, favoring autocratic governments in Central and Eastern Europe which
deny the EU Commission the right to intervene into domestic policies, urging for a
hostile position against Iran and blacklisted Chinese companies, and criticizing Ger-
many for its large current account surplus which it sees as a result of unfair trading
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practices. China pursues divide and rule practices (in the following called DRP) by
marketing its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) in East and Southeast Europe while
Northern and Western European countries have refrained from formally joining this
initiative (called 17 plus 1).

Traditionally, the US favors individual ASEAN member countries over others,
Malaysia and Singapore over Cambodia and Laos PDR, the Philippines over Indonesia,
and Thailand over Vietnam. However, this order has subject to recent changes and new
priorities in recent years, in large part, because the US preoccupied with the security
and terrorist threat in many parts of the world since the 9/11 event and the Bush
administration had put behind the US initiative to counter China in Southeast Asia.
From the turn of the century, China has progressively been moving to be ASEAN’s
most important trading partner, surpassing Japan, the US and the EU, unlike before the
end of the Cold War. And since the beginning of Trump’s “America First”, the US
abandoned the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), leaving the scene, making the rest of
signatory countries to pursuing its new version of a Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) by themselves, along with four
ASEAN member countries, Brunei, Malaysia, Singapore and Vietnam. With US-
China trade frictions, ASEAN feels even more to secure its broader trade integration
so the long standing Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP), since the
start of 2012 negotiations, with China-back up with 16-countries trade initiative, has
been finally advanced although India decided to pull out at the latest ASEAN Summit
in Bangkok, November 2019. Despite ASEAN’s divide on distrust with China, partic-
ularly, on issues of South China Sea and Lancang-Mekong Cooperation, many ASEAN
member countries have no other way, but feel obliged to cooperate with China or to
choose their best path, for the most part to balance out the US and China, in moving
their countries forward, and that include for their strategic and economic interests.

The paper addresses the issue whether current trade tensions between the two giants
aggravate a “natural” tendency of powerful countries to achieve their targets by DRP
and how these practices convert themselves into economic and political costs for the
EU and ASEAN (part II). Part III discusses various options for the EU and ASEAN to
counter these practices individually while Part IV widens the scope of options towards
common endeavors of ASEAN and EU against them. Given the divergences in the state
of integration (deep vs shallow) as well as in the understanding of political governance
(democracy vs autocratic ruling), it is evident that the limits to common endeavors are
important and thus must be observed. Part V concludes on the findings.

2 US–China Trade Tensions as a Driving Force of (DRP) and what they
Cost for the EU and ASEAN

Trade tensions with China have become the unique selling point of the US adminis-
tration under Donald Trump. At first glance, this is a trade war between a country
running a bilateral trade deficit and a country running a bilateral trade surplus. For the
US government only (not for economists), such a bilateral trade imbalance always
suggests unfairness against the deficit country and thus calls for corrective measures.
Thinking in zero sum or even negative sum games in which both lose but to different
extent is at the heart of such belief. Behind trade, however, the tensions also reflect a
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tech war between the old No 1 world’s economic power to be bypassed soon by a new
No 1. Given that this war is not fought with cheap labor but on the battlefield of new
technologies like digitalization, artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning, the US
want to delay the rise of China to world’s No 1 as long as possible.

For the US, two ways to achieve this delay are possible. The first one is to weaken
China’s rise by protectionist measures which would cost China more than the US. Both
would lose if China would retaliate but China would lose more (Felbermayr and
Steininger, 2019). For the US administration, this would be relative gain for the US.
To win trading partners as compatriots for this first way, a free trade area between the
US on one side and the EU and ASEAN on the other side against China would be the
appropriate strategy. But that would mean to negotiate with the two integration
schemes at level playing field. This is not what the US president prefers. He prefers
deals with individual countries where the US is always the superior party. Agreements
among unequals rule his understanding of trade diplomacy. This is why he lures the UK
leaving the EU with an agreement on trade as a special partner and this is why he
encourages Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries to resist against common
policies implemented by the EU Commission. Trade sanctions against the EU would
thus be preferably targeted against products made in Germany as the allegedly unfair
trading partner country but not directly against producers in CEE countries. Indirectly,
the CEE countries as part of the supply chains, however, would also be affected. So far,
the US president has failed to divide the common trade policy of the EU but via his
open support for autocratic governments in CEE countries he undermines Brussels-
made policies in general.

ASEAN was quite neglected over years for the US to treat them as equal partner for
its trade policy. The US prefers to treat ASEAN, “small”, individually, and separately.
No wonder there is no ASEAN country gets a FTA with the US anyway (Singapore
might come to the closest for its agreed trade partnership with the US), as the US looks
for them in a broader scope of cooperation in the Asia-Pacific like APEC where the US
could command views and directions as superpower. And despite the prospects of US-
led TPP, under the Obama administration, the whole initiative was shot down by
Trump so nothing substantial could be said to favor links between ASEAN and the
US. Despite such a context, ASEAN as a group has been able to benefit from a trade
surplus with the US for years, and even more so after both the Asian and global
financial crises of 1997–98, and 2007–08. On the other hand, China has been a net
beneficiary in dealing with ASEAN economically through ASEAN-China FTA, the
first FTA of ASEAN signed with outsiders, not long once China accessed as WTO
member. Along with continued ASEAN-China Dialogue Partner since the mid of
1990s, China and the whole Southeast Asian region has much evolved much faster
each other with more integrated relationships and intense partnership. At one point,
ASEAN depends more on China’s imports for its raw materials and intermediate inputs
to make finished products, thus linking each of them to increasing China-centric supply
chains in Asia, for various products, ranging from rubber, palm oil, down to textile,
automobile, electrical and electronic products.

For this round of US-China trade disputes, ASEAN looks to adjust to the spillover
and trade diversion effect on its soil, with Vietnam, the Philippines, Malaysia, and
Thailand seemingly at the forefront, from the transshipment or relocation of
manufacturing and investment, which then will move into services, logistics and newly
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adjusted supply chains. So far, US Customs and Border Protection have identified
Vietnam, Malaysia and the Philippines not to be the backyard of the Chinese trans-
shipment for its exports while watching on the manufacturing activities of supply chain
investment in many ASEAN countries that have come to cope with such US-China
trade disputes’ fall out. The US Department of Commerce has started imposing
additional punitive duties on goods it deems to have been transshipped (Menon, 2019).

The second way addresses the tech component of the tensions. It includes a boycott
of Chinese firms in the IT and AI sector by denying them access to the US and
preferably also EU markets and cutting them off from international financial sourcing.
Huawei has become the test case of this second way which could become a game
changer should the tensions between the US and China reach the financial and
technological sphere. This second way is far more costly with uncertain implications
than the first way of trade policy retaliation. It could force the EU into a captive alliance
with US-dominated technology with the risk of being decoupled from state-of-the-art
technology due to threats for US national security. The EU would become a hostage of
US-China tensions on IT and AI technology. There is no common technology policy of
the EU like in trade and thus responses of EU member states to the US claim for a
concerted policy against Chinese firms differ widely, from benign neglect to tacit
understanding, the former shown by the German government and the atter being shown
by the UK proposal to exclude Chinese suppliers from the core part in the IT sector and
to allow access to so-called periphery parts only.

As China assesses the threat of this second way as serious and probably (and rightly)
more serious than the first way, it uses its BRI initiative not only to convince members
of the 17 + 1 group to allow Chinese suppliers of physical infrastructure to close the
existing infrastructure gap in the European countries. In addition, it offers the extension
of a “Digital Silk Road” from Asia to Europe which would include market access of
Chinese IT and AI suppliers both as sellers as well as investors. The latter role could
raise issues of national security in sensitive infrastructure software and hardware and
thus has induced Germany and France to propose a common mandate of the EU
commission to screen foreign direct investment on whether or not such investment
threatens national security (EU, 2019). This proposal is not unanimously shared by all
member states if it conflicts with access to funds and know how. Especially CEE
countries merit such access highly and rate the risks (indebtedness, loss of technology
control) much lower than their Western EU member states.

ASEAN is not far behind the EU in this regard. The US-China tech component of
the tensions seems to touch upon ASEAN both on the production as well as security-
related consumption side. Although it was announced by the US as clear as the EU to
deter from Chinese IT and AI technology, ASEAN is in full phase of developing and
using the state-of-art technology, in all dimensions of development, in business,
government and the public in general. To be frank, it seems, for ASEAN, Asian IT
and AI technology, particularly, Chinese, Korean and Japanese, is working well in the
global competitive market, even with the US, both on the global supply chains,
logistical arrangement, as well as services and investment. Apple is clear example, as
Tim Cook admitted, most of its supply chains (more than 90% of its hardware
manufactured in China (Ting-Fang and Li, 2019), being outsourced to China, while
the present US-China trade disputes will make the firm to decide to move part of the
production back home, and elsewhere, mainly in Asia that includes ASEAN. Other
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firms like Foxconn Technology Group, Samsung Electronics Co., Google, HP and Dell
have started to relocate their production mainly from China to elsewhere. ASEAN is
not a lead competitive player in IT and AI technology like China, even less the US, so
the region prefers to play safe on the receiving end of the value chains and consump-
tion. Only Singapore and Malaysia have been trying to play leading roles in this area,
but it is still limited and not spreading much elsewhere in the region.

The same way as China uses its BRI strategy in the EU, ASEAN is perhaps even
more at the forefront to face with such a China’s rise (Chirathivat et al., 2019). Only at
the ASEAN-China Summit held in Singapore in November 2018 and continuing at the
ASEAN-China Summit in Bangkok in November 2019, ASEAN leaders welcome
China’s support for the implementation of Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity 2025,
with an aim to connect to China’s BRI and making it more synergy and opportunities
together. However, asymmetric relations are also clear in this example, as Chinese
firms, both SOEs and private, already make move with the support of Chinese
government into ASEAN. The case of Chinese smartphones is clear on the ASEAN
market for brands like Huawei, Xiaomi, Oppo, well competed with Samsung, and
Apple, and could dominate the whole ASEAN landscape very soon. In the meantime,
ASEAN has just recently discussed and been trying to put in place ASEAN agreement
on cybersecurity. Much more aggressive Chinese penetration in ASEAN IT and AI
scene suggests there might be soon some kinds of retaliations from the US for ASEAN
to protect their own security in this area.

The main direct costs of DRP for the two integration schemes consist in making
common positions against non-member countries victims of political horse trading.
Compromises become necessary which dilute an appropriate response to third coun-
tries, in particular to the US and China. In the EU, a common policy for external
economic relations in which trade policies played an essential role, could be the
stepping stone for a common foreign policy. Yet, DRP successfully act against the
implementation of a common foreign policy and expose the institutional setup of such
policy (“High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy”) as
window dressing and as new clothes of the emperor. Furthermore, there is an economic
price to be paid because of DRP. The two schemes face the risk of scale economies
foregone, just in those sectors, where scale economies are extremely important, as in
the IT and AI sector producing so-called network goods with zero marginal costs. In
particular for the EU, the rise of European companies in this sector to level playing field
matching competing companies in the US and China, is very much impeded by
successful DRP. DRP also destroy the close link between trade policies and investment
policies in EU which is essential especially in service industries. While trade policies
are common, investment policies are still under national rule thus giving investors from
the US and China a good chance for “cherry picking” and to play off member states
against each one another.

In terms of regional architecture, ASEAN is better structured these days to deal with
major powers, like the US and China. The grouping has set both ASEAN-US Summit
and ASEAN-China Summit, at its core for policy discussion, in addition to other
platforms like ASEAN ARF, East Asia Summit (EAS). However, ASEAN is not
immune when it comes to put DRP for the case of South China Sea, or the recent
Lancang-Mekong Initiative, with controversies putting difficulties for ASEAN to agree
on like the joint Communique in 2012 in Phnom Penh. To no one surprise, the Indo-
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Pacific in its design, viewed from the US, the unspoken part was clear that it would
draw other like-minded countries to counterbalance China. Fortunately, ASEAN’s
latest Outlook on the Indo-Pacific, which welcome everyone essentially “dilutes the
concept as a meaningful make-weight” (Chutikul, 2019), It remains to be seen how
ASEAN would play on DRP with regard to both China’s BRI and US’s Free and Open
Asia-Pacific. On the frontline, ASEAN products are made via global value chains, and
DRP, with regard to US-China disputes, will put ASEAN in a decoupling, or even
delinking value chains for sophisticated value chains products, which choosing side,
will not be an easy shift for any companies, or policymakers to support it. Like the EU,
if taking scale economies into account, DRP could impact quite the link of trade and
investment policies in ASEAN. The grouping is already having for each country’s own
investment policies so DRP could put more harmful and spillover effect for any
particular efforts to further integration, and in particular, to other investment partners.
As it stands, Chinese FDI, with its own special nature, is starting to replace the
Japanese, to dominate more on the ASEAN scene, in more individual countries, leaving
much behind the US and other investors as well.

3 Possible Measures of the EU and ASEAN Countervailing Divide
and Rule Practices

As mentioned earlier, the EU and ASEAN differ widely in depth of integration.
Therefore, in principle, the toolbox of the EU against DRP is much better endowed
than that of ASEAN.

Yet, even in the EU this conclusion holds true in principle only and covers the level
of decision-making. Implementation of commonly agreed upon measures rests with the
member states and ultimately cannot be effectively enforced against individual coun-
tries which deny implementation. EU history shows many examples of lack of en-
forcement and lack of “teeth” against non-compliance ranging from fiscal policies via
rule of law to migration policies.

The first defense line in the EU against DRP would be closing the gap between the
perception of integration as seen from the citizen’s side and activities at the Community
level. This is much easier said than done. The EU needs targets which are understood
by the citizens as relevant and thus shared with the policymakers. In the past, the
completion of the single market has been the last target which matched citizen’s and
government’s priorities. A common defense policy and a policy protecting the external
border of the EU against a shockwise inflow of refugees are candidates for a good
match between the two levels. Furthermore, the EU needs a correction of common
policies which citizens see as much better provided by national governments. The
renationalization of agricultural policy is discussed as a candidate for dropping a
common policy which started as a break against the German industrial powerhouse
in the old EEC but today no longer qualifies for a sector-specific policy needed to
protect farmers against global competitors and market volatility. It is not unlikely that
this first line of defense will have to cope with challenges once the UK has left the EU.
Proponents of stronger centralization will come from France being now no longer
restrained by the clear UK preference for decentralization and perhaps also from
external pressure to close ranks against the US and China. This is why the clear and
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well-communicated distinction between common and national responsibilities for
policies is urgently required.

The second defense line in the EU against DRP would be a stronger focus on
specific project-oriented cooperation instead of on vague market-oriented integration.
Ideally, such cooperation should reconcile the demand of cross-border bottom-up
movements of citizens (such as in environmental protection) with a precautionary view
of policymakers on coming challenges such as the profound changes in demographics
(an aging population with decreasing productivity growth), in labor markets (from jobs
to tasks and from manufacturing to digital services), and in the regional patterns of
production and consumption (the widening rural-urban gap). This cooperation should
involve the lower levels of governments such as municipalities or districts rather than
central governments of EU bodies only.

The third line of defense covers the role of the private sector as EU investors in the
US and China. It should try to diffuse protectionist threats by acting jointly with their
local host companies. The importance of cross-border supply chains and of jobs created
by EU companies in the US and China has not yet been sufficiently conveyed to policy
circles. This proposal originally put forward by Bhagwati et al. (1992) is especially
appealing when (like in China) close cooperation with local companies, for instance,
through joint ventures, is indispensable for accessing the local market. For US-EU
investment relations, the quid pro quo argument is strong as both EU investment in the
US and US investment in the EU is mostly horizontal thus serving the local markets
and contribute positively to investment income and thus to foreign equity position of
both trading partners. Unlike in trade, bilateral investment positions are much more
balanced. This raises the risk for the US of losses in income from US investment in the
EU should DRP of the US result in a segmentation of EU markets and thus higher
transaction costs for investors.

As mentioned earlier, ASEAN’s toolbox against DRP is not that effective as the EU.
The pragmatism approach has always been the way ASEAN used in its external affairs,
as well as for its integration process. The big question is whether the ASEAN way will
work in face of DRP that is brewing by both superpowers, with China’s rising influence
in ASEAN on one hand and the US as a peace and stability guarantor and protector, on
the other hand.

For long time, both the US and China have long been involved in the Southeast
Asian region, albeit differently. But the latest trade frictions could flare up to many
other dimensions, making ASEAN not only needy of strong adjustment, but also be
able to adaptable effectively, as grouping as well as individual countries. However,
weaker countries of ASEAN are often more the target of expanding influence which
also causes complexities for ASEAN as a whole to deal in such superpower rivalries.

The first defense line in ASEAN against DRP would be to take US-China trade
disputes as long term and in a much broader picture while formulating each own or
grouping policy dialogue. No one place in ASEAN would spare from such rivalries,
and impacts which could vary from country to country and place to place. That is why
ASEAN must not leave any member to discord the common efforts and put the
grouping in danger like it had happened in the past. For sure, many members will be
pulled into a possible so-called future “decoupling” supply chains, whether Chinese or
American, putting strains on future manufacturing, services and investment. More of
“digital Berlin Wall” might also fall into ASEAN which the grouping seems yet
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unprepared. With US-China trade disputes persists and could intensify, ASEAN, as a
whole, and as individual member, must position and prepare itself to work with firms,
professionals, and capital, which also suite needs of both Beijing and Washington,
along the way. As a developing region, ASEAN do not have much leverage like the EU
in this regard, but needs to balancing out well between any efforts between the two.

The second defense line in ASEAN against DRP would be to make sure that ASEAN is
not fallen too much into the China’s “backyard” through BRI as many countries in ASEAN
have subject to. From mainland ASEAN, with ongoing construction of Sino-Lao hi-speed
train project, down to leaving Cambodia’s Sihanoukville in Chinese hands, andMyanmar’s
recent advocate to China due to the US sanctions, all these projects leave marked strongly
about China’s BRI in ASEAN, in addition to China claims most of the South China Sea,
through which more than 3.4 trillion US dollars, worth of goods, are transported annually,
under its unilaterally declared “nine-dash-line”. It overlaps with territorial claims made by
several other nations, including Brunei, Malaysia, the Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam.
TheUSwill not leave alone China’s advancement and invasion in this regard andwill do the
most to defense as much as possible which will cause tensions in the ASEAN region. The
annual ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), East Asia Summit (EAS) and ASEAN Summits
might not be enough, but need to supplement by other stronger regional, sub-regional and
bilateral mechanisms, institutions, and initiatives, to counterbalance the adversaries between
the two. The latest version of ASEANOutlook on the Indo-Pacific to neutralize between the
US and China is a good starting point but still a long way to go, as well as the way ASEAN
links China’s BRI into ASEAN Connectivity Master Plan, rather than leaving China’s BRI
alone in its efforts to push further in individual ASEAN member countries into corner.

The third defense line in ASEAN against DRP would be to strengthen broader scope
for ASEAN regional integration, which remains to be also integrated forcefully from
the inside among ASEAN members too. By far, ASEAN needs to break further non-
tariff barriers and other impediments to integration with increased trade and investment
facilitation among themselves, while looking forward to conclude the RCEP in face of
increasing trading uncertainly and risks. Hopefully, among the 20 chapters of RCEP
negotiations, the ASEAN-led meetings could force common agreements of almost all
important chapters in time for the ASEAN Summit in 2020. In the meantime, a few
more ASEAN members, like Indonesia and Thailand, would like to join CPTPP, with
the invitation of Japan, as Trump’s administration later might also be considered to join
if not advocate per se on to “America First” policy. ASEAN seems to take at their own
level, and possible mechanisms, to test DRP at work for their common interests, but
need to down further in scope and real practices on the ground.

4 Are there Options for Concerted Actions of the EU and ASEAN
against Divide and Rule Strategies?

Though the EU has started negotiations with ASEAN on a region-to-region base in
2007 with the ultimate goal of achieving a free trade agreement, so far they have not yet
succeeded in reaching that goal. Instead, since 2009 two bilateral agreements between
the EU and Singapore and Vietnam have been concluded. Other agreements are in the
stage of negotiations or on hold. The ultimate target of a region-to-region agreement is
alive on both sides. Yet, it is not only the large discrepancy between shallow integration
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with low community-wide enforcement capabilities (ASEAN) and deep integration
(EU) with a high level of supranational sovereignty which acts as a stumbling block. It
also the minimum level of political cooperation and democratic ruling which the EU
sees as a precondition for starting region-to- region negotiations and which is sees not
yet fulfilled in all ASEAN member states.

Yet, there is a joint EU- ASEAN Working Group for the development of a
framework which could develop the parameters of a future EU-ASEAN free trade
agreement and the Enhanced Regional EU-ASEAN Dialogue Instrument (E-READI)
in which sector-specific and issue-specific cooperation schemes are discussed. Together
with the ASEAN Dialogue Partner format in which the EU, US and Chinas participate,
all these formats are suitable first to explore whether DRP are relevant on each side,
perhaps for ASEAN beyond the US and China, second, if DRP exist, to assess how
detrimental they have been against furthering regional integration and third, to inform
the other side on potential or actual countermeasures.

For sure, it is such a reversal role of US and China which will happen in coming
years, despite the US efforts to prevent such happenings, taking back the history
lessons if that might be, for both EU and ASEAN near its Thucydides trap turning
point. That is why nothing is wrong for the EU and ASEAN to focus and forging
together a shared destiny of DRP, one of mutual benefit and respect, which could serve
better their citizens and constituencies. With more population than the EU, but much
less production when compared, ASEAN is still emerging region in a rapidly changing
Asia and China. And both could use EU-ASEAN Dialogue Partner mechanism to treat
DRP as part of their future partnerships.

With the US and China are considered equally “distrusted”, why not re-orienting
better EU-ASEAN cooperation, keeping in mind, DRP as sign of the time. If there is to
be a new Cold War between the US and China, both EU and ASEAN would rather sit
this one out. The last thing they want to do is to side with one or the other. The EU,
with deepening integration, might be stronger to get things done and out, but ASEAN,
with still shallow integration, could be more fragile to face as a whole, particularly, the
way, both DRP exploits whether, strong or weak ASEAN member states. And the
coalition of the willing, whether in the EU and ASEAN, by then, will not come by very
easily, dampened more positive integration efforts in the long run.

To the extent, that EU and ASEAN private companies are involved, the third line of
defense, the quid pro quo argument, could perhaps be used to improve the collective
bargaining power of the two integration schemes against DRP.

5 Conclusions

US-China trade tensions are part of the bigger picture of superpower’s fight to gain ground
and control across the globe, with the US being challenged by China’s rising influence. It
causes deep uncertainty and new risks for the entire global economy, with different stages
of turbulence caused by changing geo-politics, divided technology, and denials of more or
less the global economic governance. For instance, no one is untouched, neither the EU
and ASEAN, the twomost notable, developed and developing countries’ groupings. They
all are being hit, suffered and transformed by DRP, in various forms, which warrant them
to safeguard, as necessary and perhaps urgent, for their future regional integration.
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Precisely, the EU and ASEAN’s strength lies on the way they come together to work
for the desired paths for regional integration, with the EU more deepened and regulated
than ASEAN. However, as future of both groupings is being directly challenged more
from both the US and China at their footsteps, and it might cripple their upcoming efforts
of integration, if left unchecked. Therefore, it is about time to review, whenever possible,
each own DRP toolbox to redefine, re-fix and re-shape to make it more resilient and
adaptive to weather the storm. The EU has similarly faced with its own problem in this
regard, asmuch as ASEANwas also struggled evenmore in recent years withmajor issues
like South China Sea, and what has happened in the Mekong region.

Much more will come for the way in which ASEAN will adjust to the US-China
trade frictions with winners, losers, and long lasting effects on the grouping position in
emerging Asia’s dense and increasingly sophisticated value chains which could also be
hiccup and decoupled ASEAN’s production efficiency, productivity, logistics, services
and investment. ASEAN is already moving on the thin line against the US and China
competition for influence in the region, whether it is in the context of China’s BRI and
the US’s stance on the Free and Open Indo-Pacific. The three defense lines for
ASEAN, as described above, from grouping’s trade defense, down to regional designed
strategy, and concrete engagement with dialogue partners and external countries, are
crucial and vital to defuse and lessen DRP in the midst of China-US rivalries. For this,
it is also much more desirable, for ASEAN, to think and work more seriously, on how
to engage and enhance constructively on such key issues with the EU experiences, for
plausible and winning initiatives.

For the EU, three options to act against DRP have been proposed. The first is to
redefine competences and mandates between the national and the EU level. Preferably,
such redefinition should coincide with the preferences of EU citizens. Probably, it
would break against further integration deepening of internal issues and to strengthen
integration deepening when it comes to economic relations against non-members or
protecting the EU border against external economic and financial shocks. This could,
for instance, mean to renationalize the common agricultural policy and to give the EU
Commission new competences in a common policy on foreign direct investment
inflows. Second, the EU could concentrate more on concrete cooperation projects than
on integration steps which are not understood and shared by the electorate because of
the their degree of abstractness. Third, the EU has the economic clout of a strong
private sector being present as foreign investors both in the US and China. Closing
ranks with their local partners in the two countries, could be one way to make the quid-
pro-quo argument a powerful weapon against DRP from the US and China.

Compared to their own possibilities of defense measures against DRP, the toolbox
of common strategies of ASEAN and the EU is much more limited. This is due to the
stringent political preconditions set by the EU for deepening the relations to ASEAN
which, as seen by the EU, are not yet matched by all ASEAN countries. Yet, the
different dialogue formats of ASEAN which are its unique selling point offer a platform
on which the two schemes can exchange their assessments on costs of DRP and ways
of counterreactions. To hope that China and the US will recognize that DRP are not in
their own long-term interest and thus should be abandoned would be a necessary but
not sufficient prerequisite for restoring level playing field relations between the two
schemes and the two giants.
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